
W H I T E  W I N E

125ML BTL250ML175ML

2.65 14.655.003.75PINOT GRIGIO PRIMI SOLI  dry, crisp and fruity with a
wonderful hint of lemon

3.15 17.656.004.25AMATORE BIANCO VERONE  a beautiful straw-yellow colour
with intense citrus and tropical aromas

17.70VIALA GARGANEGA/TREBBIANO  this mouth-watering wine has a delicate palate of
soft fruits, leaving you wanting more!

19.95VERMENTINO SALENTO IGT PODERE DO CATALDO  harvested in early September, it
has a pale straw yellow colour. Aromas of tropical fruit, sage and mediterranean herbs.
On the palate it has good acidity, full and elegant body with a pleasant mineral note

21.95GAVI DI GAVI IL PORTINO  this wine is a wonderful reflection of the cortese grape
variety. It is fruity and aromatic with just a hint of mineral notes and a mouth-watering
citrus finish.

R E D  W I N E

125ML BTL250ML175ML

2.65 14.655.003.75SANGIOVESE PRIMI SOLI  an elegant combination of cherries
and red fruits with a soft tannin structure

3.15 17.656.004.25AMATORE ROSSO VERONA  over-ripe fruit flavours with soft
tannins and a long, intriguing finish

18.95PRIMITIVO SALENTO IGT PODERE DO CATALDO  harmonious aromas of ripe red fruit
spices on the nose with a pleasant hint of liquorice. Full and warm palate with noble
tannins

20.95CHIANTI DOC BOTTER  easy drinking with ripe berry aromas and rich cherry
flavours on the palate…stunning!

23.95VALPOLICELLA RIPASSO DOCG LUCIANO ARDUINI  dry with a notable structure.
This wine has a rich taste of red fruits, with light traces of sour cherry preserve and
elegant spicy tones

R O S E

125ML BTL250ML175ML

2.65 14.655.003.75PINOT GRIGIO BLUSH PRIMI SOLI  a very easy style of wine
with a soft, refreshing burst of summer red fruits

S P A R K L I N G

4.50 20.95PROSECCO SERENELLO EXTRA DRY  the delicious aromas of
apple and pear melt into a smooth and fresh wine on the palate


